
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

Another Morning at Starbuck on Duval, "Conversion 

Therapy" for $777 Trillion... Married Name Change... "Doctor 

New York Times" News written by 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in a 

Legal Polygamous Marriage that works 24/7 on 1,001 Nobel's 

in Medicine a Year! All of Los Alamos is a BDay Present to 

these MD Wives! Mom will be 92 on May 26, 2015. I made a 

BDay card... Happy BDay Mom, the Universe will be 92 

Trillion Years Old Some Day... Love it! The Universe, Love it!! 

MD's Children become MD's... stereotyped!! Basketballs are 

not given to MD's Children, ever, never yet all the Parents 

wanting to opt out of standardized Federal exams give 

Basketballs to their Children even before they can bounce 

it... things never change for the poor Children until the 4 MD 

Wives Coup arrest parents who give their children 

basketballs... Putin needs to make a Russian Law prohibiting 

"Basketball propaganda" to children! Rank! 

5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks... OJ HERE AGAIN 

TODAY SENT BY 1984 NUMB NUTS... I HAVE TO MOVE TO 

ANOTHER TABLE MY 2ND MOVE TODAY AT 8:11 AM 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Key West Admiral has no Din 

in his thoughts that Greg needs to read 50 pages of notes by 

10 am for Stage 4 crunching in my thoughts, Key West 

Admiral loves OJ... hates Stage 4 Woman conversations 

promotions!! Rank!! Admiral + 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators 

can read 50 books a day - but if they are not thinking of 

1,001 Invention projects at the same time they will never get 

1 invention or discovery! Rank!! Admiral sends OJ to 

5-22-2015 OJ Sent Need Wife with Breast Cancer to talk 
to in Starbucks on Duval not OJ killer of a Stage 4 
thoughts!
Friday, May 22, 2015 10:33 AM
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1 invention or discovery! Rank!! Admiral sends OJ to 

Starbucks but not a SWF with Breast Cancer to talk to Greg... 

this is another war crime and hate crime against women! 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... OJ HERE I HAVE TO MOVE TO ANOTHER TABLE MY 

2ND MOVE TODAY AT 8:11 AM -Flash back as on 5-19-2015 OJ 

came in to sent by the Key West Admiral. Key West Admiral 

has no Din in his thoughts that Greg needs to read 50 pages 

of notes by 10 am for Stage 4 crunching in my thoughts. 

Thoughts of the Key West Admiral and his OJ he just sent into 

Starbucks... are void of 50 pages of notes and stage 4 

invention project to crunch all day... a war crime and hate 

crime against SWF by Key West Admiral and the OJ he sent 

again to stifle my 50 pages of mental notes in my frontal 

lobes... 

FLASH BACK... 5-19-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on 

Duval in Key West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides OJ 

not a SWF wife as our "Drone" cheerers behind the 1984 II 

cams wanted Greg to write up OJ sitting next to him in 

Starbucks Key West this morning, I thought about moving to 

a table in back, I did this a few times before when the same 

"Drone" vets who cheer's for a "OJ for a Black Writing 

Morning at Starbucks"... get the Key West Admiral's OK. 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks 

on Duval in Key West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides 

OJ not a SWF wife 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... "Obama Tamely Tweets, a World of Hate Roars 

Back" By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS President Obama’s first 

tweet from @POTUS attracted racist, vitriolic posts and 

replies, including a doctored image of his iconic campaign 

poster that showed him in a noose. 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... Obama Tweets Syphilis Statistics to Boy Scouts 

and the poor girls given MS from the Bisexual OK... hate 

crime against SWF. Obama knows he gives gave millions of 
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crime against SWF. Obama knows he gives gave millions of 

SWF MS and Syphilis, HIV, STD's. Hate Filled Din in his 

mind... to commit such crimes against SWF at the same time 

stifling Greg + Wives in Key West from even brainstorming a 

Rx Cure for Stage 4... Rank! 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... Din in OJ's thoughs are void of Stage 4... of 

getting 50 pages of notes read at Starbucks to think about 

for the rest of the day... our Key West Admirals OJ has no Din 

in his frontal lobes of this! A war crime by vets who sent him 

to stifle my 50 pages of reading this am! 

5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval in Key 

West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides OJ 

5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval in Key 

West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides OJ 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... "Obama Tamely Tweets, a World of Hate Roars 

Back"... Obama gave millions of SWF syphilis, MS, STD's Rape, 

Beatings, and Bill Cosby the Medal of Honor at the White 

House. Hate Crimes... against women! SWF women! And vets 

coming home from $777 Trillion dollar oil wars to kill the 

Wife crazed via Moslem Prostitutes... goings on in War. 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... 

5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval in Key 

West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides OJ not a Wife 

with Breast Cancer to inspire a quicker cure... "Living With 

Cancer: Patients on Our Own" By SUSAN GUBAR Great 

medical care doesn’t matter if doctors and hospitals fail to 

adequately advise and care for patients once they leave the 

hospital, writes Susan Gubar in Living with Cancer. I have 

asked our 1984 II Numb Nuts for a women with Breast 
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asked our 1984 II Numb Nuts for a women with Breast 

Cancer 1 Trillion times and they refused out of hatred for 

women with Breast Cancer... 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... 

5-22-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval in Key 

West in the LaConcha Hotel Greg sits besides OJ not NY Times 

Nicholas + Childhood cancers caused by poison gasoline 

exhaust statistics he suppressed from this story in the NY 

Times today... "How a Childhood Vaccine Reduces Risk of a 

Cancer" By NICHOLAS BAKALAR The vaccine for Haemophilus 

influenza type B lowers the risk for acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia, the most common childhood cancer. Propane 

school buses are in the news with no news that Propane is 

made up of poison gases! Hydrogen School buses and 

MacBook Air Ride School Buses are stalled until the 4 MD 

Wives coup is successful. 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 747 Boeing didn't make for 

NASA, AF, or any Airlines is the liquid H + O one with GE jet 

engines that can fly into orbit for 20 minutes and land in 

Paris! 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 electric thruster engine is like 

jet fuel GE AF fighter jet engines with lead... Gravity Engine 

will be invented first and put this out of date... Rank! 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 X-38 Combines for Harvesting 

the Amazon Tree Tops for 15 Billion people on Earth is like 

our Admirals and 1984 II Dictators asking NASA if the 

Universe could be here in 92 Trillion Years... Rank! As they 

never got his input thought in their Oil Soaked $777 Trillion 

din of their frontal lobes... Queen Elizabeth soon as someone 

told her about the Universe Celebrating its 92 Trillion Years 
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told her about the Universe Celebrating its 92 Trillion Years 

though Hell could be for her afterlife but she still kept the 

$777 Trillion from BP Oil in her London Banks... Rank! 

FLASH FORWARD... 5-22-2015 Another Morning at 

Starbucks... Boeing has built two X-37B spacecraft for the Air 

Force. The first launched in April 2010, setting off 

speculation over the vessel’s purposes. Some suggested that the 

craft had something to do with space weapons, which the 

Pentagon denied. It landed in December that year. The 

second orbiter was sent up from March 2011 to June 2012. 

The first craft made a second flight, launching in December 

2012 and returning 674 days later, in October 2014. The Air 

Force was not saying which of the two was packed inside an 

Atlas 5 rocket on the launchpad at Cape Canaveral, Fla. “We 

are excited about our fourth X-37B mission,” Randy Walden, 

the director of the Air Force Rapid Capabilities Office, said 

in a statement released last month. “With the demonstrated 

success of the first three missions, we’re able to shift our focus 

from initial checkouts of the vehicle to testing of 

experimental payloads.” The rocket lifted off Wednesday 

morning. One of the experiments the Air Force has talked 

about is an improved version of an electric thruster. Unlike 

conventional thrusters employing chemical reactions, 

electric thrusters are more efficient, accelerating charged 

ions through electric fields. Electric thrusters are common on 

commercial satellites, but the Air Force needs more powerful 

propulsion. Aerojet Rocketdyne has built thrusters for three 

military satellites that run at 5 kilowatts, or about four 

times the power of those on commercial satellites. The 

thruster on the X-37B is a modified version, intended to 

improve performance, although it still generates less than a 

tenth of a pound of thrust. “But it does it very, very efficiently 

from a fuel standpoint,” said Fred C. Wilson, director of 

business development at Aerojet Rocketdyne. “It’s a higher-

power, higher-performance device.” NASA, which 

collaborated on the development of the thruster, hopes that 

similar technology can be used to propel cargo ships to Mars, 

part of an eventual mission to send astronauts there. Last 

month, the space agency selected Aerojet Rocketdyne to 

develop and test a 100-kilowatt electric thruster. 
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develop and test a 100-kilowatt electric thruster. 

5-22-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 
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Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

1,001 Times Faster than the Speed of light is a invention Greg 

+ Wives in Key West will get... 

5-21-2015 ...negative stereotypes of the Feds who write these 
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5-21-2015 ...negative stereotypes of the Feds who write these 

test for school children are almost true. Google image search 

of pancreatic cancer by children is not allowed in schools in 

Key West I would think as my stereotyping of Key West 

Medical Education in Schools here! 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" by Ines Novacic. God is Dead on the Front Page of 

the NY Times during Vietnam Era is still kept alive by Kerry + 

McCain. Negative stereotyping of the Universe by the Key West 

Citizen + New York Times is obvious! They fail us in a 

Universe who's "Gravity" had not been discovered as Front 

Page News! 92 Trillion Years from now the Universe will still 

shine yet the Front Page News from Key West Citizen has a 

1984 II made up Orwellian story of OJ yes a black guy with a 

young white girl named Amber holding a Florida Lottery 

Check for $1 million. NY Times has ISIS win without the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort secret weapon never used to send 

the Moslems to Hell in 1980. Then we get this "Waco biker 

defiant about negative stereotypes" by Ines Novacic. I know 

Ines would write about bisexual men defiant about negative 

stereotypes without writing about the MS virus they have 

given to millions of SWF and will give to another million SWF 

in 2016 if Obama is not charged with being defiant about 

OJ with Syphilis and giving it to others... as a negative 

stereotype. Obama has never mentioned the MS Virus, syphilis 

+ black men giving it to others yet this is more of a stenotype 

than prostitutes overcharging, on your Key West vacation. 

Grin. Living Dolls charged $6K on the front page of the Key 

West Citizen and they forget to write the guy makes $600,000 

a year. Donald Trump on the front page of the NY Times pays 

prostitutes $20 he would sue for defamation, grin. And Lose 

as its on 1984 II video's! Grin. Verizon's Recording of all 

calls made by the Rich + Famous will be made public by the 4 

MD Wives Coup... Janice Dickinson sued Bill Cosby for 

defamation on Wednesday, alleging the comedian falsely 

called her a liar after she publicly claimed that he sexually 

assaulted her 35 years ago. Obama will meet at the White 

House with Bill Cosby not Janice Dickinson and the other 

women. This is not a negative stereotype of Obama but one 

that lets us "White's" point out that your Black MD that just 

graduated from Yale Med School this week didn't really Pass 

but will really kill thousands of patients via misdiagnosis 
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but will really kill thousands of patients via misdiagnosis 

and using his "Home Remedy," he was passed by Caroline 

Kennedy's intimidation. 

5-21-2015 ...Google image search of Stage 4 cancer coming 

through her breast by children is not allowed in schools in 

Key West I would think as my stereotyping of Key West 

Medical Education in Schools here! New England Journal 

Top Brass will never publish on the front Page of the Key West 

Citizen or NY Times the statistics of how many women in 

2015 will walk into the Urgent Care Clinic looking like this 

women pictured! 

NY Times Picture of Breast Cancer Coming Through the Skin, 

she would know instantaneity to finally go to Urgent Care!! 

Mom will be 92 on May 26, 2015. I made a BDay card and 

mailed it to her yesterday... Happy BDay Mom, the Universe 

will be 92 Trillion Years Old Some Day... Love it! And another 

BDay Card hand written of course said... 92 Years in the 

Universe! Love it! Love Greg! 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" Ms. Menendez A woman who admitted to shoving 

a Hindu man off a New York City subway platform to his 

death in an attack motivated by Sept. 11, 2001. Ms. 

Menendez, 33, of Queens, pushed Mr. Sen off a No. 7 train 

platform; an oncoming train crushed him. 
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9/11 ElectricWindmillFord Escorts would have been at this 

1984 II Orwellian Trial if our 1984 II dictators had made 

contact with Greg + Wives in Key West... “at trial there would 

have been open questions and gray areas that may have 

resulted in a hung jury,” Kevin R. Ryan, a spokesman for the 

district attorney’s office, said. 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" 

5-21-2015 MD's Children become MD's... stereotyped!! 

Basketballs are not given to MD's Children, ever, never yet all 

the Parents wanting to opt out of standardized Federal 

exams give Basketballs to their Children even before they can 

bounce it... things never change for the poor Children until 

the 4 MD Wives Coup arrest parents who give their children 

basketballs before they graduate from High School, as by this 

time the University will be Mandatory for all HS kids... The 

vocal, movement urging parents to have their children sit 

out standardized exams took off this year, maturing from 

scattered displays of disobedience into a widespread rebuke. 

This was a 1984 II Orwellian thing like in the ordinal 1984 

it didn't know why his kids were failing school so he broke 

the mirror and found the camera! Grin! Stereotypes of Black 

MD's who just graduated from Yale Med School this week will 

be proved true via Verizon Recording made public after the 

4 MD Wives Coup! Florida Lottery Commercials replaced by 

commercials of pancreatic cancer will only happen under a 

US Government lead by 4 MD Wives! Half of Apple Employee 

would fail the pancreatic cancer iApps and all their 

children would fail the Federal testing. Oh pancreatic 

cancer is not on Florida School exams that the Fed's 

require... negative stereotypes of the Feds who write these test 

are almost true. Google image search of pancreatic cancer 

by children is not allowed in schools in Key West I would 

think as my stereotyping of Key West Medical Education in 

Schools here! 
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Schools here! 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" 

5-21-2015 This NY Times story about misconduct by a 

surgeon is like NY Times stories on Gas Station Hold Ups... 

they don't mention the statistics which they could get from 

the Top Brass at the New England Journal of Medicine! I 

would guess 50% of the Medical News Stories in the NY Times 

are misconduct, Wine + Bacon I think of right off... HIV news 

never tells us of the new baby infected by them... yet the Top 

Brass at the New England Journal of Medicine know these 

statistics. 

"Inquiry Finds Misconduct by a Top Surgeon, Paolo 

Macchiarini" By HENRY FOUNTAINMAY NY Times An 

investigation in Sweden into a surgeon who is a pioneer in 

the field of regenerative medicine has found that he 

committed scientific misconduct by omitting or falsifying 

information about the conditions of three patients in 

medical journals. Dr. Bengt Gerdin, the independent 

investigator who looked into accusations against the 

surgeon, Dr. Paolo Macchiarini, said that in several journal 

papers, including one in The Lancet in 2011, Dr. 

Macchiarini had “omitted some data and also fabricated or 

falsified some data regarding the postoperative state of 

patients” on whom he had performed experimental 

groundbreaking operations. The investigation was ordered 

last fall by officials at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm. 

As a visiting professor there, Dr. Macchiarini conducted 

research and operated on three patients at an affiliated 

hospital, removing diseased or damaged windpipes and 

implanting replacements made of plastic and treated with 

stem cells and drugs to encourage the growth of new tissue. 

Two of the patients, the Eritrean man and a man from 
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Two of the patients, the Eritrean man and a man from 

Baltimore, have died, and the third, a Turkish woman, has 

been hospitalized in intensive care for nearly three years. 

The investigation was prompted by complaints filed by four 

doctors involved in the patients’ care, who said that the 

conditions of the patients were never as good as Dr. 

Macchiarini had claimed in the papers. The Karolinska 

Institute released Dr. Gerdin’s report on Tuesday, but only in 

Swedish. An English translation should be ready by next 

week, officials at the institute said, and Dr. Macchiarini 

and others will have two weeks to comment on the report. 

Then Anders Hamsten, the vice chancellor of the institute, 

will decide how to proceed, probably in June. The finding of 

misconduct was first reported by the Swedish newspaper 

Svenska Dagbladet on Tuesday. In an email message, Dr. 

Macchiarini, who has most recently been working in Russia, 

said he did not read Swedish and therefore was awaiting 

the English translation 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" 

5-21-2015 Video of the Tourists from Spain run over by a 

Charter Mercedes Bus is not made public by our 1984 II 

Dictators. They stereotype 1,001 Inventors reading this story 

left with nothing to put in Chapter One in the Hemingway 

Writing class today reading the NY Times there. State of the 

Arts accident investigation + who really caused this 

accident will reduce the statistics that were not published in 

the NY Times with this story. So much for putting any 

statistics into the Hemingway House Writing Class Novel 

today, grin! Novel with this video... 

"Tourist From Spain Is Killed by Bus in Manhattan" By AL 

BAKER A 68-year-old woman visiting New York City from 

Spain was killed on Wednesday when a charter bus struck 
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Spain was killed on Wednesday when a charter bus struck 

her as she tried to cross a street in Upper Manhattan, the 

police said. The woman, Wanda Canestri, was crossing 

Amsterdam Avenue at midblock, between 112th and 113th 

Streets, around 3 p.m., the police said. Her sister was with her 

at the time, they said. The police said the investigation was 

continuing but it appeared that Ms. Canestri had been 

walking from the west side of Amsterdam Avenue to the east 

side. The bus was traveling northbound on the same street. A 

law-enforcement official said Ms. Canestri was struck by the 

bus and pinned underneath it. The police said Ms. Canestri 

had not been a passenger on the bus, which was involved in 

ferrying children to the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. 

Before the accident, it had been pulled over and idling in 

an area reserved for buses waiting to drop off or retrieve 

passengers. The bus, a Mercedes, remained at the scene 

several hours after the episode, cordoned off by police tape as 

officers and fire officials examined its underside. Douglas 

Marques, a manager at Artopolis Espresso, a bakery and 

coffee bar a block from the scene, said the area was 

particularly crowded lately because of graduation 

ceremonies at Columbia University. “They closed down the 

block pretty fast,” he said. Ms. Canestri was a guest at the 

Millennium Hotel in Times Square, the official said. She was 

pronounced dead at the scene. By Wednesday night, her 

family in Europe had been notified, the police said. The 

driver of the bus passed a field sobriety test, the police said, 

adding that there was no apparent suspicion of criminality, 

though the case was under investigation by the Police 

Department’s Collision Investigation Squad. 

5-21-2015 Another Morning's News from the Key West Citizen 

+ New York Times.. "Waco biker defiant about negative 

stereotypes" Ms. Menendez A woman who admitted to shoving 

a Hindu man off a New York City subway platform to his 

death in an attack motivated by Sept. 11, 2001. Ms. 

Menendez, 33, of Queens, pushed Mr. Sen off a No. 7 train 

platform; an oncoming train crushed him. 
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9/11 ElectricWindmillFord Escorts would have been at this 

1984 II Orwellian Trial if our 1984 II dictators had made 

contact with Greg + Wives in Key West... “at trial there would 

have been open questions and gray areas that may have 

resulted in a hung jury,” Kevin R. Ryan, a spokesman for the 

district attorney’s office, said. 

A woman who admitted to shoving a Hindu man off a New 

York City subway platform to his death in an attack 

motivated by religious animus has been sentenced to 24 

years in prison. The woman, Erika Menendez, was sentenced 

on Wednesday after pleading guilty to manslaughter for 

killing Sunando Sen in December 2012 at the 40th Street-

Lowery Street subway station in Sunnyside, Queens. Ms. 

Menendez, 33, of Queens, pushed Mr. Sen off a No. 7 train 

platform; an oncoming train crushed him. 

Ms. Menendez told the police she did it because she believed 

he was Hindu or Muslim, groups she has hated since the Sept. 

11, 2001, terror attacks. The Queens district attorney, 

Richard A. Brown, called the killing “every subway 

commuter’s worst nightmare.” The district attorney’s office 

said in March that it had accepted Ms. Menendez’s guilty 

plea to manslaughter, a lesser charge than murder, because 

of her “substantial psychiatric history and drug problems.” 

Though Ms. Menendez had been deemed competent to stand 

trial, “at trial there would have been open questions and 

gray areas that may have resulted in a hung jury,” Kevin R. 

Ryan, a spokesman for the district attorney’s office, said in 

March. 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues!! 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 
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5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion... 8:06 pm sunset June 

20, 8:18 pm sunset. Quark in a grain of sand on a white 

sandy beach in Key West spin like the Earth. Yet there is no 

postings of this like the sunset... because our 1984 II 

Dictators have no cure for War or Wasting $777 Trillion on 

MIT War Toys when MIT should be posting the sunrise + 

sunset rotations of Quarks in the grain of sand! Sand in the 

Universe Hour Glass has been lost to MIT War Toys, a war 

crime by our 1984 II Dictators! 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion... Walmat's $777 

Trillion to promote Vet's Hiring not 1 Trillion 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts off the Ford Assembly line is a 

war crime by Walmart Top Brass and they will end up in 

Leavenworth Military Prison if the 4 MD Wives coup is 

successful! "Walmart Expands Veteran Hiring" LITTLE ROCK, 

Ark. (AP) - Nate Waits wakes up before 3 a.m. four days a 

week to get to his job at a Bentonville distribution center for 

Walmart Stores Inc., where the former Marine is among more 

than 92,000 veterans the company has hired in the past 

two ... 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion... Walmart knows Vet's 

kill their Wives coming home from Wars and keep this off the 

front page of the NY Times but get hiring vet's put on the 

front page of the NY Times... this is a war crime and hate 

crime against the... 19K SWF in 2015 Murdered just in the 

USA... from 1980 to 2015 with Homeland Security Scam this is 

a Hate Crime Against SWF's... as Greg + Wives in Key West can 

bring these stats down to zero with one Inspired Invention 

in a Polygamous Marriage and $777 Trillion in Conversion 

Therapy money for Legal Polygamous Marriage Training to 

Brainstorm 24/7 and be inspired by God's best invention... 

women!! 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion... Bill Gates Shares His 

List Of Summer Books! 1984 II and 1984 III mass murder of 
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List Of Summer Books! 1984 II and 1984 III mass murder of 

a "Billion Inventors + Billions of Lost Inventions" so Bill 

Gates could make $777 billion off Microsoft windows 10 will 

be on Gate's book reading list after the MD Wives Coup! 

School Teachers from every grade will tell of the atrocities of 

Microsoft and the Federal Governments enforcement of 

killing so many inventors since 1980... 

5-20-2015 Another Morning at Starbucks on Duval, 

"Conversion Therapy" for $777 Trillion... highly sophisticated 

instrument for detecting gravitational waves, which we 

believe carry with them information about their dynamic 

origins and about the nature of gravity that cannot be 

obtained by conventional astronomical tools. Although 

based in the American states of Washington and Louisiana, 

and led by the MIT and Caltech institutions, Advanced Ligo 

is very much an international project. It has drawn on the 

expertise of 15 other nations, with particularly significant 

contributions coming from Germany, the UK and Australia. 

$777 Trillion went into MIT War Toys not the "Gravity 

Engine: remember the electric engine by GE was built without 

knowing what electricity was... then GE killed its inventors, 

grin. GE is part of our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators and the 

worst after Gates at killing inventors of Jet Engines that use 

H + O @ -254 C to fly into orbit for 15 mins at 20,000 mph 

and land in Paris! This has been suppressed by GE for 

decades now! Gravity Engine News on the Front Page of the 

NY Times Too!! Ligo stands for Laser Interferometer 

Gravitational-wave Observatories! 1984 II Dictators stands 

for mass murder of inventors who would have given 

Humanity 1,001 Nobels in Medicine since the 1980 invention 

of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

A synapse becomes stronger when the pre-synaptic neuron 

fires repeatedly and stimulates the post-synaptic neuron to 

fire in sync. In such Hebbian synapses, "cells that fire 
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fire in sync. In such Hebbian synapses, "cells that fire 

together Wives Inspiration in a Polygamous Marriage!!!!

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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